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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

1/3 OF IDAHO REPS SAY:
Back Off Bundy Ranch Case
9/5/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
On September 3, 2017 freedomoutpost.com posted an article titled, "1/3 of Idaho
Reps Call on AG Sessions to Back Off Bundy Ranch Case: This Is "Disrespect for the
Rule of Law & the Jury System"" It begins with:
Last Friday, following a meeting of Tier 1 and Tier 3 Bundy Ranch defendants in court with Judge
Gloria Navarro, a trial date was set for October 10. That trial will include Eric Parker and Stephen
Drexler, who have already been tried twice with hung juries and non-guilty verdicts. Now, at
least a third of Idaho representatives are calling on Attorney General Jeff Sessions to put an end
to the badgering of these men with trial after trial, a clear violation of the Fifth Amendment's
protections against Double Jeopardy (and yes, I know the "legaleze" about mistrials, but the fact
of the matter is that under that thinking, one could try someone indefinitely).
Deb Jordan, co-host of the Pete Santilli Show, shared the story of what the outcome of the meeting
was with me on Friday's Sons of Liberty Radio Show. Eric and his wife Andrea also joined us for
the show. You can download that episode by clicking here.
Since then, one-third of the representatives of Idaho, the state in which Parker and Drexler live,
penned a letter to Attorney General Jeff Sessions asking for him relax the pursuit by Nevada
prosecutors against four Idahoans who are charged or have been convicted in the 2014 Bundy
Ranch standoff in Nevada. (Read article here…)

Listen to Liberty Radio Show here:
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